COURSE DESCRIPTION

This first year foundation course begins preparing students to function as informed and competent professional practitioners who implement social policies and programs and, where appropriate, work towards policy change. In this course, students develop the contextual framework of history, social structure and social processes necessary for the development of practice competence within the policy arena. Students will learn basic social welfare concepts, study the development of social welfare in the United States, and examine the major social welfare institutions. Economic inequalities in U.S. society will be studied, along with strategies to lessen poverty and deprivation. These issues will be analyzed in view of the interrelationship of political, economic and social factors such as race, ethnicity and gender. Students begin the study of social policy analysis that deepens their understanding of the political processes relevant to shaping and influencing the institution of social welfare. Throughout, the role and function of the social work profession is stressed.

This course is taken in the first semester of study, and relates to and builds upon the (macro) content covered in Human Behavior and the Social Environment I and Foundations of Social Work Practice I, as well as content infused throughout the curriculum related to social justice, equality and equality for vulnerable populations and those in need. This course is a pre-requisite for Social Policy.

I. COURSE COMPETENCY OUTCOMES

This course will help students achieve the following competency:

Competency 5 – Analyze, formulate, & advocate for policies that advance social well-being

Students will understand the origins and development of human rights and social justice, as well as how society responds to meet social welfare needs and deliver social services, at the federal, state, and local levels. They will understand the development of the welfare state in the U.S. and elsewhere and the history of the social work profession, especially its advocacy function. Students will recognize and understand the historical, cultural, economic, organizational, environmental, and global influences that affect social policy. They will also understand the range of contemporary U.S. social problems of concern for the social work profession. Special attention will be paid to patterns of oppression and discrimination as they affect populations distinguished by race, ethnicity, culture, class, age, gender, sexual orientation, religion and disability Students will become knowledgeable about policy formulation and the role of social work in advancing policies and programs likely to affect vulnerable populations. Students will understand the contemporary policy environment and contemporary approaches for examining the impact of social welfare policies on social work client populations, professionals, and organizations, and current policy.
Measure 5A – Substantively and affectively prepare to analyze, formulate, & advocate for policies at the local, state, and federal levels that advance social well-being

II. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS

Learning will occur through a variety of experiences and methods such as lecture, class discussion, role plays, and presentations from field.

III. COURSE EXPECTATIONS AND GRADING

Students are expected to attend all classes and to be on time. Class participation is important and there is an expectation that students will do the required reading specified under each course unit. Grades are largely based on assignments. Each assignment will be weighted as follows: 35% for the first assignment, 45% for the second assignment, and 20% for class participation, attendance and completion of assignments on time.

Texts for the Course


Note: All required readings are on-line through electronic reserve (E-RES). See below (Section VI E-Reserves) about access. Your instructor will distribute the password and directions to access these readings. In addition, articles assigned from the Encyclopedia of Social Work are available to view online or download as PDFs through the YU Libraries under Databases, List of Databases, letter E. From time to time, instructors may also add copies of readings for the course on the CANVAS at YU platform. Students are encouraged to become familiar with the CANVAS at YU platform from the get-go even if they register for no online or hybrid classes. Problems with logging into the CANVAS at YU platform should be directed to the YU ITS Help Desk either by email (helpdesk@yu.edu) or by calling 1-800-829-7418.

Recommended Texts

IV. COURSE REQUIREMENTS

Assignment 1 – Due Session 7 – Mid-Term Examination

There will be a mid-term examination. This exam may be in-class or take-home, at the professor's option.

Assignment 2 – Due Session 12

Final Paper

This assignment measures:

**Competency #5:** Analyze, formulate, & advocate for policies that advance social well-being;

**Indicator #5A** – Substantively and affectively prepare to analyze, formulate, & advocate for policies at the local, state, and federal levels that advance social well-being

**Guidelines for Completion of Assignment**

Choose a government social welfare program. Some examples are Temporary Assistance to Needy Families (TANF), Medicaid, SSI, Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC), SNAP (Food Stamps), and Child Protective Services (e.g., Foster Care).

Drawing on your agency-based, practice-related experiences and on scholarly/other-informed literature (e.g., peer-reviewed journal articles / think tank, journalist commentary in major media outlets), be sure to include the following in your well-documented discussion:

- The social problem the program is designed to address
- The target population
- The type of services/assistance provided
- The source of funding
- The role that social workers and the social work profession play in the program
- The extent to which the program successful
- Changes in policy and program you would like to see and the justifications for them
- Illustrations from practice demonstrating how theory informs the advocacy efforts that would be necessary to bring about the changes in policy and program you would like to see

V. STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES

Students with disabilities who are enrolled in this course and who will be requesting documented
disability-related accommodations are asked to make an appointment with the Office of Disability Services, Rochelle Kohn, Beren Campus, 917-326-4828, rkoehn1@yu.edu, Abby Kelsen, Wilf Campus, 646-685-0118, akelsen@yu.edu, during the first week of class. After approval for accommodations is granted, please submit your accommodations letter to Disability Services Office immediately.

VI. **E- Reserves**

What is eReserve?

eReserve (Electronic Reserve) is Yeshiva University’s on-line web based system used to provide access to journal articles, book excerpts, and other course materials. Most articles listed in each syllabus are available on eReserve. Due to copyright restrictions, however, some assigned readings are only available on Print Reserves (Pollack Library, 2nd Floor). You can access full text articles from your home or from a university computer.

**How do I use eReserve?**
1. Go to the library’s online resources page: [http://libguides.yu.edu/home](http://libguides.yu.edu/home)
2. At the bottom of the page, under Resources, click on online Course Readings (E-Reserves)
3. If you are off-campus, at this point you will be prompted for your Off Campus Access Service login and password (obtain this from the library). Log in.
4. In the ‘search for Courses’ box, type in the name of your course.
5. Click on the link to your course.
6. Enter the password given to you by your instructor (ALL UPPERCASE).
7. Locate and click on the item you wish to view. Titles beginning with "A", "An", or "The" are alphabetized under "A" and "T" respectively.
8. When the article text or book record appears on the screen, you can print, email, or save it to disk.
9. If you have any problems, please contact - eres@yu.edu.

To view documents that are in pdf format, the computer you are using must have Adobe Acrobat Reader software. You can download it FREE at [www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html](http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html)

VII. **PLAGIARISM:**

Students should remember that the School will not condone plagiarism in any form and will sanction acts of plagiarism. A student who presents someone else's work as his or her own work is stealing from the authors or persons who did the original thinking and writing. Plagiarism occurs when a student directly copies another's work without citation; when a student paraphrases major aspects of another's work without citation; and when a student combines the work of different authors into a new statement without reference to those authors. It is also plagiarism to use the ideas and/or work of another student and present them as your own. It is not plagiarism to formulate your own presentation of an idea or concept as a reaction to someone else's work; however, the work to which you are reacting should be discussed and appropriately cited. Any student who can be shown to have plagiarized any part of any assignment in this course will automatically **FAIL** the course and will be referred to the Associate Dean for disciplinary action, which may include expulsion.

VIII. **HIPAA ALERT:**
In line with the new HIPAA regulations concerning protected health information, it is important that you understand that any case information you present from your work will need to be de-identified. What this means is that any information that would allow another to identify the person needs to be changed or eliminated. This includes obvious things like names and birth dates but may also contain other information that is so unique to the person that it will allow for identification, including diagnosis, race/ethnicity, or gender. If diagnosis, race/ethnicity, gender is directly related to the case presentation it can be included if it will not allow for identification.

**IX. COURSE OUTLINE**

Social Welfare Organization consists of units of study in the following six areas:

1. History of the evolution of the United States social welfare state.
2. History of the evolution of social work as a profession.
3. Organizational structures for the provision of social services.
5. Contemporary U.S. social problems of concern for the social work profession. Special attention will be paid to patterns of oppression and discrimination as they affect populations distinguished by race, ethnicity, culture, class, age, gender, sexual orientation, religion and disability.
6. The current policy environment and contemporary approaches for examining the impact of social welfare policies on social work client populations, professionals, and organizations, and current policy.

**Unit I: INTRODUCTION AND KEY CONCEPTS (SESSIONS 1 & 2)**

Competencies Covered: 5

**Learning Themes**

- Social work values and ethics, ethical dilemmas, competing ideologies.
- Stigma and social welfare, including racial/ethnic, social economic and class issues.
- Descriptive definitions of social welfare.
- Theories of the evolution of social welfare system.
- Classification of social welfare services.

**Required Reading**


### Recommended Readings


### Unit II: SOCIAL WELFARE HISTORY (SESSION 3)

**Competencies Covered:** 5

**Learning Themes**

This unit explores the origins and roots of social welfare provisioning in the US, including colonial America, the era of the American Revolution, the trend toward indoor relief, the Civil War and late nineteenth century developments, especially Scientific Charity. The unit also examines “invisible population,” including First Nations, people of color, women, children, and elderly.

**Required Reading**


**Recommended Readings:**


Washington, DC: NASW Press. DOI: 10.1093/acrefore/9780199975839.013.608


**Unit III: SOCIAL WELFARE HISTORY (SESSION 4)**

**Competencies Covered: 5**

**Learning Themes**

This unit examines the renaissance of public welfare, including Progressive Era America, social work and welfare in the 1920s, the Depression, and the New Deal. It also examines competing ideologies that influenced and undergirded the formation of the welfare state in the US.

**Required Reading**


**Recommended Readings**


**Unit IV: SOCIAL WORK AS A PROFESSION (SESSION 5)**

**Competencies Covered: 5**

**Learning Themes**

This unit focuses on Social Work’s historical development, especially regarding the development of casework (Mary Richmond) and social justice (Jane Addams and the Settlement House Movement). The development of the Social Work profession is examined in light of the larger field of social welfare, with special emphasis on practice approaches and the settings in which they were taught (e.g., schools of social work in university settings) and took place (e.g., public and private agencies). Ethical issues, values, and assumption about oppression and discrimination are also examined.

**Required Readings**


**Recommended Readings**


**WSSW Website**


**Unit V: THE NATURE AND CAUSES OF POVERTY (SESSION 6)**

Competencies Covered: 5

**Learning Themes**

This unit examines theories definitions, and measures of poverty and inequality. It disaggregates the poverty population by race, ethnicity, gender, and subclasses, such as homeless and other oppressed persons. This unit assesses the merits of means-tested programs aimed specifically at poor persons such as TANF and EITC introduced in the previous unit and more general more universal-like programs that have anti-poverty effects such as Social Security. Unemployment and labor market dynamics are also examined. Social work roles and responsibilities are also examined.

**Required Readings**


**Recommended Readings**


**Unit VI: THE DEVELOPMENT OF ANTI-POVERTY PROGRAMS I (SESSION 7)**

Competencies Covered: 5

**Learning Themes**

This unit examines changes in the Social Security Act of 1935 from the post WWII era through the Great Society programs launched by the Kennedy Johnson administrations during the 1960s. It highlights the seeds of the reluctant welfare state in the US, the economic prosperity of post WWI America, the Great Society War on Poverty programs, as well as reactions to these reforms as they occurred.

**Required Reading**


**Recommended Readings**


**Unit VII: THE DEVELOPMENT OF ANTI-POVERTY PROGRAMS II (SESSION 8)**

Competencies Covered: 5

**Learning Themes**

This unit examines reforms and reaction of social welfare provisioning from the 1970s to present, with particular emphasis on current issues and perspectives on anti-poverty programs such as Temporary Assistance to Needy Families (TANF) and the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC)

**Required Reading**


**Recommended Reading**


**Unit VIII: CIVIL RIGHTS AND DISCRIMINATION (SESSION 9)**

Competencies Covered: 5
**Learning Themes**
This unit examines basic human rights, civil liberties and oppressed groups (women, African Americans, Hispanics, American Indians, gays, lesbians, people with disabilities etc.), types of social justice including legal, commutative and distributive justice. It also examines topical issues in historical perspective, such as voters’ rights, affirmative action, abortion. Social work roles and responsibilities are also examined.

**Required Readings**

Jansson, B.S. (2014). *The reluctant welfare state: Engaging history to advance social work practice in contemporary society*. 8th Ed. Belmont, CA: Brooks/Cole Cengage Learning. Relevant content on pages: 241-242, 267 (racial discrimination); 287-294, 313, 326-327 (gender discrimination, racial/ethnic, class oppression); 322 (Bakke case); 309; 313; 329; 343 (backlash against affirmative action); 375; 424-427 (Clinton administration); 521 (age discrimination in employment).


WSSW Website.

**Recommended Readings**


Unit IX: CHILD WELFARE AND AGING (SESSION 10)
Competencies Covered: 5

Learning Themes
This unit examines the historical development of child welfare and aging services in the US, with particular attention to changing definitions and perspectives of child welfare and aging populations. It highlights maltreatment/rights of children, parents and the role of government; race ethnicity and social class. Social work roles and responsibilities are also examined.

Required Readings


Recommended Readings


International Social Work, 45 (2), 205-216.


Unit X: MENTAL HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES (SESSION 11)
Competencies Covered: 5

Learning Themes
This unit examines definitions and dynamics of mental illness in historical perspectives. Current trends and issues (e.g., MICA, deinstitutionalization and homelessness) are also examined in light of Kendras Law (duty of inform). Social work roles and responsibilities are also examined.

Required Readings


Recommended Readings


**Unit XI: HEALTH CARE (SESSION 12)**
Competencies Covered: 5

**Learning Themes**
This unit examines definitions of health and illness, and health care in historical perspective. Particular attention is given to Medicare, Medicaid, and the Affordable Care Act. Social work roles and responsibilities are also examined.

**Required Readings**


**Recommended Readings**


Unit XII: **HOUSING AND HOMELESSNESS** (SESSION 13)

Competencies Covered: 5

**Learning Themes**
This unit examines homelessness as a social problem and responses to that problem in historical perspective. Definitions and current issues, trends are examined. Social work roles and responsibilities are also examined.

**Required Reading**


Chapter 8, 373-374; Chapter 13, 573-579.


**Recommended Readings**


Unit XIII: **FINAL CLASS MEETING – THE CURRENT POLICY ENVIRONMENT AND SEMESTER REVIEW** (SESSION 14)

Competencies Covered: 5

**Learning Themes**
This unit identifies and selects current policy issues for in-depth analysis and class discussion, such as immigration, undocumented youth and families, the DREAM ACT

**Required Reading**


Chapter 13, 529-579.
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